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beyond what we discuss in the BABOK® to address the real challenges
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business analysts face in the workplace. I wish this book had been available years ago, but I’m glad that BAs have the opportunity to benefit from
it today!”
—Kevin Brennan, CBAP, Vice President, Body of Knowledge,
International Institute of Business Analysis

President of B2T Training, a firm that
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for other training and educational orga-
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currently doing analysis work, from project managers to project team
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members such as system analysts, product managers and business

creation committee.

development professionals, to the experienced business analyst. It
also covers the tasks and knowledge areas for the new 2008 v.2 of The
Guide to the Business Analysis Body of Knowledge (BABOK) and will
help prepare business analysts for the IIBA CBAP® certification exam.

Retail Price: $69.95

Special Promotional Price:
$59.95 when Ordered Direct
from J. Ross Publishing

Key Features
• Presents detailed explanations of business analysis strategies, tasks and recommended techniques, and
includes examples of successful and less-than-successful project situations to enhance learning
• Provides valuable insights that will help experienced business analysts and project team members
performing analysis and critical thinking work reach a higher level of success
• Includes knowledge area keys throughout the text that map BABOK competencies to tasks or techniques
discussed, in a manner that will help prepare the business analyst for the IIBA CBAP certification
•

Offers a free downloadable business analysis planning white paper and a series of template
worksheets that can be customized to fit each organization’s needs — available from the Web Added
Value™ Download Resource Center at www.jrosspub.com
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